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fumes are poisonous and can cause loss of consciousness and death in a short time. Never drain the float bowl when the engine is hot. Severe burns may result. 
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CHAPTER 3 ENGINE



ATV SERVICE MANUAL 2005/ version number 0501



3.12CARBURETOR WARNING Gasoline is extremely flammable and explosive under certain conditions. Always stop the engine and refuel outdoors or in a well ventilated area. Do not smoke or allow open flames or sparks in or near the area where refueling is performed or where gasoline is stored. If you get gasoline in your eyes or if you swallow gasoline, see your doctor immediately. If you spill gasoline on your skin or clothing, immediately wash it off with soap and water and change clothing. Never start the engine or let it run in an enclosed area. Gasoline powered engine exhaust fumes are poisonous and can cause loss of consciousness and death in a short time. Never drain the float bowl when the engine is hot. Severe burns may result.



CARBURETOR REMOVEL 1. Remove: zAuto choke lead coupler



2. Remove: zFuel hose



3. Remove: zNut① zThrottle cable 4.Lossen: zBolt② zBolt③ 5. Remove: zCarburetor assy



CARBURETOR DISASSEMBLY/ INSPECTION 6.Auto choke inspection (Ambient temperature lower than 45℃) zConnect auto choke unit leads to the battery for 5 minutes. zConnect pipe to the starter①, and blow it the mouth etc. Possible→Replace auto choke unit. Impossible→Good condition. z Remove auto choke unit leads to the battery for 30 minutes. zConnect pipe to the starter①, and blow it the mouth etc.
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CHAPTER 3 ENGINE
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Possible→Good condition. Impossible→Replace auto choke unit.



7. Remove: zBlot① zAuto choke unit②



8. Auto choke unit inspection: zPiston① zJet needle② Wear→Replace.



9.Install: zAuto choke unit



VACUUM CHAMBER 10.Remove: zCover①



11.Remove: zDiaphragm spring① zPiston valve②
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12.Inspection: zJet needle Wear→Replace. zPiston valve Wear→Replace. Check the jet needle for stepped wear. Check the vacuum piston for wear or damage. Check the diaphragm for holes, deterioration or damage. Check the vacuum piston for smooth operation up and down in the carburetor body.



FLOAT AND JETS 13.Remove: zFloat chamber① WARNING Never drain the float bowl when the engine and the exhaust system are hot. Severe burns may result. zFloat② zNeedle valve③



14.Inspection: zNeedle valve Wear→Replace. Check the float valve and valve seat for scoring scratches, clogging or damage. check the tip of the float valve, where it contacts the valve seat, for stepped wear or contamination. check the operation of the float valve.



15.Remove: zPilot jet Check the pilot jet for wear or damage. Clean the pilot jet with cleaning solvent and blow this open with compressed air.
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16.Remove: zMain jet Check the main jet for wear or damage. Clean the main jet with cleaning solvent and blow this open with compressed air.



17.Remove: zMain nozzle Check the main nozzle for wear or damage. Clean the main nozzle with cleaning solvent and blow this open with compressed air.



18.Remove: zPilot screw set Turn the pilot screw in and carefully count the number of turn until it seats lightly. Make a note of this to use as a reference when reinstalling the pilot screw.



AIR CUT-OFF VALVE 19.Remove: zCover① zCompressing spring② zDiaphragm③



20.Inspection: zCompressing spring Distortion→Replace. CHAPTER 3 ENGINE
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zDiaphragm Wear→Replace.



21. Reverse installation.



the



removal



procedure



for



ACCERERATING PUMP 22.Remove: zCover① Check the vacuum piston for wear or damage.



23.Inspection: zCompressing spring① Distortion→Replace. zDiaphragm② Wear→Replace. 24. Reverse installation.
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procedure
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inspection - CapHector 

Try to rotate the clutch pinion gear counter- clockwise and check that it locks. If necessary, replace the starter clutch. 13. INSPECT MAGNETIC SWITCH.
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inspection - CapHector 

(On vehicle). Injector. SF09K-07. S05359. Fuel Tube Connector ... INSPECTION. 1. INSPECT INJECTOR INSPECTION. CAUTION: Keep injector clear of sparks ...
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Final Inspection 

AC Form 8050-2, Aircraft Bill of. Sale (kit aircraft only) ... Purchase a logbook for the air- frame, engine, and ... FAA Order 8130.2, "Airworthiness. Certification of ...
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inspection - CapHector 

75.000 - 75.013 mm (2.95275 - 2.95326 in.) Maximum diameter: 75.013 mm (2.95326 in.) If the diameter is greater than maximum, replace the cylinder block. 6.
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Inspection Panels 

Other types include hinged doors in ply-covered structures or .... George C. Prill, Director of the FAA's Flight Stan- dards Service, said the data is needed to evaluate and plan the maintenance airman certification and surveillance pro- gram.
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inspection - CapHector 

Inspect the disassembled parts for wear, rust or damage. 2. MEASURE BRAKE SHOE LINING THICKNESS. Using a ruler, measure the shoe lining thickness.
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inspection - CapHector 

I12354. LOCK. UNLOCK. BE-68. -. BODY ELECTRICAL. POWER DOOR LOCK CONTROL SYSTEM. 1272. Author : Date : 2002 ECHO (RM884U). INSPECTION.
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Final Inspection 

No aircraft, not even an ama- teur-built ... an airworthiness certificate. And the ... certificate. Thanks to homebuilding's re- spectable safety record, the growing .... and your builder's log substantiates this claim. Note: The FAA takes its paper-
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inspection - CapHector 

(a) Fasten the front seat belts. (b) Drive the car at 10 mph (16 km/h) and slam on the brakes. Check that the belt locks and cannot be extended at this time. HINT:.
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exterior inspection b737-800 

maintenance crew has accomplished the following checks : .... STEP 16. PART 6. STEP 14 2. STEP 15 2. Check wingtip. White Strobe lights & Green position ...
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on-vehicle inspection - CapHector 

ON-VEHICLE INSPECTION. 1. REMOVE RADIATOR CAP. CAUTION: To avoid the danger of being burned, do not remove the ra- diator cap while the engine ...
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on-vehicle inspection - caphector.com 

Condition : Periodically cools and then fails to cool. AC-4. -. AIR CONDITIONING. AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM. 1451. Author : Date : 2002 ECHO (RM884U). 2.
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Yearly Condition Inspection 

A yearly condition inspection is more than a requirement; it's a personal ... good when using one, like you know what you're doing. The instructions that came ...
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Prebuy Inspection Success Tips 

ing number of prebuy inspections I am asked to perform on ... landings initially. The new nosewheel tire presents a different picture altogether. ... whether it is over the phone or in person. ... for a project. Another item I find annoying is hav-.
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Better Pilot: Tactile Inspection 

stick & rudder better pilot. Tactile Inspection. Don't just look at it, feel it. CLARE PATTERSON, EAA 738844. Ilike to do what I call a tactile inspection on airplanes.
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Better Pilot: Tactile Inspection 

Ilike to do what I call a tactile inspection on airplanes. I have never ... agent had just flown it to me for a pre-buy inspection. ... Yikes. I offered the pilot a car, but.
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wheel assembly inspection and maintenance 

Insure that the wheel tie bolts are secure and have not worked loose. 2. Visually .... If the tube does not have a white dot, align the red dot on th tire with the valve ...
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WHEEL ASSEMBLY INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

2. Visually inspect the wheels for corrosion, cracks, or other visible damage. 3. Inspect the brake disc for evidence of cracks, corrosion, deep grooves, or.
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Core Inspection Checklist - Empire Cat 

Branch Store. Inspection. Comments. Engines (3500). No. No. Tear down and Inspection required before core credit can be issued. Engines. Yes. Yes.
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Canard Aircraft Grounding & Elevator Inspection 

Conditions in the Banning Pass near Palm Springs at the time of the accident were reported as strong wind shears with lots of dust devils. The. Banning pass is ...
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inspection service agreement with respect 

OUI. AE - ______. NON. 5. MODALITÃ‰S D'EXÃ‰CUTION DES SERVICES. 5.1. Date et heure de I'inspection. L'inspection de L'IMMEUBLE sera exÃ©cutÃ©e le ...
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BRAKE CALIPER INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

INSPECTION. 1. Visually inspect the caliper for corrosion, leaking hydraulic fluid, cracks or visible damage. 2. Check back plate attachment bolts to insure that ...
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SAFETY GUIDELINES INSPECTION INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

aparentes de abuso por parte del cliente, la unidad serÃ¡ reem- plazada o reparada. Si se produce una disputa sobre el reemplazo de la bomba, el distribuidor o ...
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Liasse fiscale Assistance Technique - Inspection 

28 fÃ©vr. 2018 - 084. 086. Charges constatÃ©es d'avance *. 092. 094. Total II. 096. 098 ... Variation de stock (matiÃ¨res premiÃ¨res et approvisionnements) *. 240.
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